
• A comprehensive Workforce Dimensions Roadmap with detailed migration  
strategies and risk assessment  

• Executive level presentation to educate senior team members and a thorough  
organizational impact review

Are You Ready for Workforce Dimensions? 

Axsium provides innovative and insightful workforce management consulting services to  
organizations around the world. We help our clients maximize the productivity of their  
people and establish a realistic strategy and roadmap to reach their goals.

AXSIUM ADVANTAGE

YOUR WORKFORCE DIMENSIONS ROADMAP BY AXSIUM
Axsium Group introduced this service to empower organizations like yours to make informed decisions about their Kronos future. 
During this two week, fixed-price engagement, our Kronos experts will develop a strategy tailored to your organization’s unique   
requirements. We will address the functional, operational, technical and financial benefits of Workforce Dimensions, and create a  
roadmap to help you understand when to migrate and what you should be doing with Workforce Central (WFC) in the meantime. 

Axsium is a certified Kronos Technology Partner and our consultants are trained on Workforce Dimensions.  That, along with our  
decades of collective Workforce Central experience and our independent point of view, makes Axsium your trusted workforce  
management advisor.

77 Mowat Ave, Suite 400
Toronto, ON M6K3E3 1-888-AXSIUM1 info@axsiumgroup.com

www.axsiumgroup.com

Workforce Dimensions is the next generation workforce management (WFM) solution from Kronos. Built atop the latest  
cloud-computing technology, Workforce Dimensions offers an innovative platform-independent user interface, embedded analytics 
and artificial intelligence.  The big question is “when are you going to migrate to Workforce Dimensions – and will you be ready?”
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How We’ll Engage

What We’ll Deliver

(And is Workforce Dimensions ready for you?)

• Conduct workshops to assess your current WFC system and identify opportunities
• Compare and contrast the business value of moving to Workforce Dimensions
• Define your Workforce Dimensions execution plan
• Evaluation of your architecture and technical environments 


